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Abstract—This paper proposes to investigate the potential benefit of the use of low-level human vision behaviors in the context of high-level semantic concept detection. A large part of the current approaches relies on the Bag-of-Words (BoW) model, which has proven itself to be a good choice especially for object recognition in images. Its extension from static images to video sequences exhibits some new problems to cope with, mainly the way to use the added temporal dimension for detecting the target concepts (swimming, drinking...). In this study, we propose to apply a human retina model to preprocess video sequences, before constructing a State-Of-The-Art BoW analysis. This preprocessing, designed in a way that enhances the appearance especially of static image elements, increases the performance by introducing robustness to traditional image and video problems, such as luminance variation, shadows, compression artifacts and noise. These approaches are evaluated on the TrecVid 2010 Semantic Indexing task datasets, containing 130 high-level semantic concepts. We consider the well-known SURF descriptor as the entry point of the BoW system, but this work could be extended to any other local gradient based descriptor.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ever increasing abundance of digital multimedia content demands applications able to organize this content automatically. Such applications, for searching and browsing through large databases, rely on a content-based, semantic annotation. Because of the large volume of data, this annotation can only be done automatically.

Following this idea, this paper explores the task of detecting semantic concepts automatically in short fragments of video sequences (called video shots). Many approaches have already been explored on single images [7], while some are also delving into the more challenging task of analyzing videos [13]. Within this topic, one of the most popular approaches is the so-called Bag of Words (BoW) model [5].

The basic idea of the BoW model, illustrated in Fig.1, consists in first extracting local features from the images or video frames using appropriate descriptors (such as the well-known SIFT or SURF descriptors). The next step is to cluster these features into a dictionary of “visual words”, using a clusterisation algorithm. Afterwards, the images or videos are represented as histograms of visual words (called Bags of Words, BoW), which encode the rate of appearance of these visual words in the image or video. In the end, a supervised classification algorithm is employed in order to distinguish between the BoW representing the target concept (also called High Level Feature, HLF) and the other cases.

Depending on the application, choices need to be made regarding which features to use (SIFT, SURF etc.), how to sample the features from the scene (dense grid, interest point detector etc.), how to cluster the features into dictionaries (hierarchical clustering, centroid-based, density-based etc.) and which classification algorithm to use (Support Vector Machines with various kernels, K-Nearest Neighbors etc.). With so many variables, the complete toolchain is difficult to handle, but good recipes have been proposed and compared [7], [14], and the performances on static images, especially for object detection, are generally good.

The next difficult step is using the added temporal dimension inherent to videos. The TrecVid challenge [12] illustrates the difficulty of the problem. It aims at encouraging innovation in the specific domain of video databases exploration with various contest tasks, of which our team was interested in the High-Level-Feature detection (the Semantic indexing task). In this competition, videos come from extremely varied sources, from quality broadcast TV to very low quality smartphone videos with ever-changing resolution, compression ratio, camera setup, handling, lighting conditions etc. With such non-homogeneous data, robust yet meaningful descriptors are needed. Many participants in TrecVid employ classical SIFT, SURF and other low-level image descriptors for constructing BoW histograms, generally focused on specific keyframes extracted from the video subsequence. Indeed, working only on keyframes helps keep the computational costs down and also allows the use of already proven methods for static images. However, temporal information is ignored. Some
solutions to consider the temporal aspect have already been proposed, such as MoSIFT [4], which extracts features solely on blobs containing motion. Some methods choose to describe motion by computing histograms of optical flow [6], while others first detect spatio-temporal interest points and then characterize these points with various spatial (histogram of oriented gradients) and motion (histogram of optical flow) descriptors [11]. There are also methods which are based on describing the trajectories of interest points in videos, such as [15] and [2]. Nevertheless, with all these methods there is a risk that static scenes will not be described properly, because of the lack of movement.

In this paper, we focus on the problem of developing a descriptor which should be robust to artifacts typical of video streams (noise and compression effects) and to typical lighting problems (quantity and quality of light, white balance and, if possible, light direction and shadows). Our aim is to clean the video content from disturbances and enhance the relevant information in order to increase the extracted descriptor’s discriminative power. We choose an efficient and well known spatial descriptor: the SURF descriptor, and, keeping the same BoW-based processing toolchain, we add a video preprocessing step which uses the retina model from [3]. This model presents interesting properties for filtering out undesired image artifacts and gaining robustness to luminance variations. More precisely, the parvocellular output of the retinal model allows enhancement of details and artifact suppression. We conduct a performance evaluation of such preprocessing and compare results using the inferred average precision metric used in the TrecVid challenge [17], [16].

The remaining of the paper is structured as follows: section II describes the retinal preprocessing, section III presents the evaluation protocol and section IV compares the results of the classical approach and of our approach, before drawing conclusions.

II. RETINAL PREPROCESSING

When facing the problem of heterogeneous video datasets, the low-level features being extracted should preserve their consistency across the various contents. Thus, compression, light changes, noise effects and background clutter should be minimized before feature extraction (Bag Of Words or any other feature). To this end, we propose to use the real-time retina model proposed in [3], briefly described in the following paragraphs.

The human retina generates data channels for motion and spatial details analysis. We focus on the so called parvocellular channel which processes spatial details and colors. It has a high resolution in the center of the visual field, where it constitutes the foveal vision. It normalizes colors, enhances local contrast, responds well to temporally-sustained signals, while smoothing out fast temporal variations.

The parvocellular channel improves the image in several ways. It enhances contours of medium spatial frequencies, representing spatial details, while leaving out high-frequency components, related to noise and compression artifacts. It also smooths movement, thereby eliminating high temporal frequencies which are easily corrupted by noise and video compression. An additional benefit is the local adaptation of luminance, which enhances details even in very dark areas of the scene, but without amplifying the image noise. More information about the human retina from a signal processing point of view can be found in [9].

In our method, we implement the parvocellular channel as a sequence of color images with all of the enhancements noted above. An example of the effect of the parvocellular channel on a video can be seen by comparing Fig. 2a with Fig. 2b, where the enhancement can be seen especially around the facial features (mouth, eyes, eyebrows etc.).

In our study, we assume that the resolution across the image is the same even if this is not the case for a real, biological retina. This allows us to get enhanced spatial details information at any position in the considered video sequence. The parameters used in the retina setup correspond to the default values described in [3] and the ones available in the retina code distributed within the OpenCV1 library.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, we involve the retinal model by preprocessing video keyframes with the retina’s parvocellular channel, as described below. We also add, for comparison, the basic keyframe-based SURF descriptor, without any kind of retinal processing.

1http://www.opencv.willowgarage.com
Keyframe Preprocessing

As previously stated, a classical approach for detecting concepts in videos is to analyze only a few keyframes extracted from the considered video shots, thereby reducing computational cost greatly. But in our approach, instead of simply analyzing the original keyframes (which would give the descriptor SURF nnnn in figure 3, where nnnn is the vocabulary size), we analyze the output of the parvocellular pathway at the same moments as the keyframes (giving rise to SURF retina nnnn). The reasoning behind this is that since the person shooting the movie generally points the camera towards the region of interest, relevant information tends to remain static on the foveal retina (or the TV screen). This way, the retinal parvocellular channel is able to clean the region of interest of noise or compression artifacts, enforce spatial details and normalize colors, therefore providing the basis for cleaner image descriptors in later stages. As the next stage, we use the classical BoW approach from figure 1, extracting visual features on a dense grid at each video keyframe of the retinal parvocellular output.

From an implementation point of view, in order to avoid the transient response which appears when initializing the retina and which allows only low spatio-temporal frequencies to pass, we actually start the retinal processing 20 frames before the keyframe (after this interval, the response reaches its stable state), but we only collect descriptors at the moment of the keyframe.

Note that regarding the use of temporal information inherent in videos, we do not describe motion or other complex spatio-temporal property of the video stream, we just describe isolated keyframes from the video shots. However, we describe isolated preprocessed keyframes benefitting from the temporal properties of the spatio-temporal retina model, which eliminates high spatial frequencies inherent to noise and compression block effects.

The dense grid setup consists of SURF features extraction (OpenCV implementation of opponent SURF) using a 9 pixels sampling rate on the video frames. Afterwards, we construct the feature vocabulary using the OpenCV implementation of Kmeans clustering. This is performed in 3 passes on the training set, using the Kmeans++ initialisation method [1]. A fixed-length descriptor is generated for each keyframe, comprised of the histogram of visual words, the size of which is determined by the chosen number of clusters (either 1024 or 4096). Afterwards, the Bag of Words classification stage is performed using a K-Nearest Neighbors classifier, as described in [8].

III. EVALUATION PROTOCOL

We test our methods on the TrecVid 2010 Semantic Indexing Challenge development dataset, which contains 119685 video shots of short length (between a few seconds up to tens of seconds), on which the presence or absence of 130 various semantic concepts (such as “asian people”, “vegetation”, “cityscape”, “harbor”, “ambulance”, airplane flying”, “throwing”, “cheering” etc.) has been annotated. We split the database in half: 59885 shots are used for extracting the BoW vocabularies and training the classifiers, while the other half is
used for evaluating the performances. TrecVid also provides an official selection of keyframes to represent each of the video shots, and we have used it in our experiments.

We do not experiment with different ways of splitting the database in order to obtain results in cross-validation, for three reasons. First, as the database is very large, this reduces the need for cross-validation, the results being already representative. Second, cross-validation on large datasets requires great computational resources. And finally, in such a way, our experiments comply with the official TrecVid evaluation procedure.

The goal of the Semantic Indexing task is to return, for each of the 130 concepts, a ranked list of shots containing the concept. We use the official TrecVid measure of performance, the mean inferred average precision \[\text{infAP}\] [16], [17], to quantify our results.

In this context, in order to evaluate the improvements obtained with our methods compared to traditional ones, we have constructed, for each video shot, four descriptors:

- **SURF\_1024 and SURF\_4096**: SURF features extracted on a dense grid, from the original video keyframe; K-means vocabulary clustering produces 1024 and 4096 visual words (therefore a 1024 respectively 4096 dimensional descriptor);
- **SURF\_retina\_1024 and SURF\_retina\_4096**: similar to previous, just that now we extract the features on the parvocellular output frame instead of the original keyframe;

All the methods use the same BoW extraction toolchain shown in Fig. 1, with the same keyframes, the same sampling rate on the dense grid, the same parameters for the retina and the same parameters for the K-means vocabulary generation. The final concept detection is performed using the KNN approach described in [8], always using the same setup.

As a technical detail, because each concept in the TrecVid database is only present in a very small fraction of the total number of shots, for the vocabulary construction, we have selected a subset of 1008 video shots from the training database, such that at least 25% of the selected training shots contain at least one positive example of any one of the target concepts. This allows vocabulary extraction on 1196705 SURF features. The same subset of shots was used to generate the vocabularies for each of the methods.

IV. RESULTS ANALYSIS

Figure 4 presents the mean inferred average precision on the 130 High Level Features of our test database, obtained with the 4 proposed descriptors. First of all, these results might appear low, but they are in the same range as other BoW approaches for this dataset, and well above the noise level (which is less than 0.001). We must not forget that in the TrecVid datasets, there are many concepts which have very few positive examples, in the order of a few tens of positives, sometimes even less, for several tens of thousands of negatives, which causes the average precisions to be very low.

![Mean inferred average precision](Image)

Fig. 4: Mean inferred average precisions (infAP) [17] obtained by the compared methods (plus a random classification), on the test set.

For example, [8] obtain mean inferred average precisions in the range of 0.048-0.054 for descriptors based on dense SIFT, on the same database and with the same vocabulary size.

However, our results are not directly comparable with [8], for the following reasons: it is known that SIFT tends to generally give better results than SURF [10], but we chose SURF because of the lower computation time compared to SIFT; additionally, we did not yet optimize the parameters of each step of our approach (the video shots on which to extract the vocabulary, the dense grid setup, the parameters of the retina, the classification algorithm etc.), which is also a reason for our lower performances. To circumvent the problem of result comparison, we generated our own baseline SURF\_1024 and SURF\_4096 descriptors, which used exactly the same parameters as the retina-based methods, for all steps except the retinal processing of course. By fine-tuning the parameters and by fusing more descriptors of various types (various fusion strategies exist, ranging from simple arithmetical fusions, to more sophisticated methods employing hierarchical fusions, feature selections etc.), the performances of the global system could be increased, as can be seen for example in the team submissions of [8] for TrecVid. But, in this paper, our aim is first to show the improvement provided by a fast bio-inspired preprocessing.

A. Global performances

The striking point is that all the methods using the retina outperform the classical SURF descriptors. The retina processed keyframe based descriptor (SURF\_retina\_nnnn) increases performance by 76% (for 1024 visual words), respectively 73% (for 4096 visual words) compared to the classical keyframe-based SURF descriptor (SURF\_nnnn). Therefore, the parvocellular preprocessing used in SURF\_retina\_nnnn
improves results significantly compared to the baseline.

This performance increase can be explained through the image enhancement brought by the parvocellular channel, thereby allowing a more accurate extraction of details, improving performances for concepts related to specific objects and texture recognition. We also see that a vocabulary size of 1024 is better than 4096, because 4096 fragments the feature space into "too small" visual words, and we become too sensitive to small variations of image appearance.

From a general point of view, this experiment proves that enhancing relevant details, while filtering out image artifacts ranging from noise and compression effects to under/overexposure problems, allows a classical descriptor such as SURF to be significantly improved.

B. Performances concept by concept

We continue our analysis at a concept-by-concept level, in order to see which semantic concepts benefit the most from the retinal preprocessing, and which concepts are penalized by this preprocessing. From a general point of view, we counted 33 out of the 130 concepts for which SURF retina 1024 was noticeably better than SURF 1024. Regarding the remaining concepts, performance differences are not that significant while average precisions remain low. This is explained by the fact that the SURF descriptor with and without preprocessing is less adapted. This follows the idea that a single descriptor cannot be efficient for all the concepts, and this is why fusion strategies between various kinds of descriptors are used in the TrecVid competition.

We present in Table 1 the most representative concepts for comparing the performances of both approaches, 13 of those 33 for which SURF retina 1024 was better than SURF 1024, and all 8 concepts for which the the simpler method was better. A first thing to notice is that whenever SURF retina 1024 is better than SURF 1024, the difference between the two methods is a lot greater than in cases when the simpler method is better, thereby supporting the idea that our preprocessing greatly improves results most of the time, and when it doesn’t improve, at least it doesn’t degrade performances significantly (this, of course, is translated in the global average precision improvement seen in Fig. 4).

When the retina approach reacts better to concepts, it can be seen that such concepts are related to details and situations where light changes must not be taken into account, but can disturb the classical descriptor a lot. For example, "Beach", "Computer or TV screen", "Crowd", all of these concepts can be acquired in various lighting conditions so that the retina light cleaning effect improves the detection. As a general rule, the added value of the details enhancement effect helps improve the performance for concepts related to spatial structures and textures. On the other hand, some concepts do not benefit from the retinal preprocessing, but this can be explained by the model properties. For example, "Actor" and "Highway" are much better detected without the retina. This can easily be explained by the motion related to these concepts (motion of actors, cars on the highway). Indeed, the retina cancels the mid-spatial frequencies of fast moving objects, but in the case of such concepts, it eliminates an important part of the useful information.

A noticeable performance difference between SURF 1024 and SURF retina 1024 is the good performance of the latter approach for the "Nightime" concept, but its lower efficacy for the "Daytime outdoor" concept. This can be explained by the fact that the proposed retina parameters were adjusted in the aim to cancel the mean luminance of the input images. Then, when "Daytime outdoor" has to be detected, the retina does not provide any significant information since the high mean luminance criterion has been cancelled. Even if details related to the outdoor concept are reinforced, the brightness information is lost and leads to slightly lower results. However, when "Nightime" has to be detected, the retina is more efficient. It still eliminates the mean luminance, but here, it maximizes the signal to noise ratio, which would otherwise be low because of physical limitations of image sensors. Therefore, details are better extracted by the retina for the "Nightime" concept, particularly the highly detailed and contrasted areas generated by the lights (e.g. streetlights, car headlights) of the visual scene. This shows that the retina generally has a good effect in the concept detection performance, however, the performance increase (or decrease) also depends on the retina’s parameters. A more extended study will allow performances for more concepts to be improved by fine-tuning the retina’s parameters for those concepts individually.

C. Computational cost

From a computational cost point of view, calculating the retinal outputs adds 18 products per pixel. The tradeoff between the added computational cost and the descriptor
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